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OUR PHILOSOPHY
The purpose of Saratoga Kirk House Preschool (SKP) is to provide young children with a
positive school experience in a warm and supportive Christian environment. It is our belief
that play is the most important avenue to learning because it actively involves the child in
the learning process and enables the child to experience concepts first hand. We stimulate
the child’s innate desire to learn by providing age appropriate “hands on” experiences for
the development of the whole child: emotional, social, cognitive, spiritual, and physical. By
providing well-rounded learning opportunities in an environment in which the child feels safe
and secure to investigate without criticism, the child will take steps in fulfilling his or her
own potential. Class sizes are kept to 12 children with 2 adults, a teacher, and an assistant,
so children will get a response when they seek comfort, information, or assistance. Quick
responses from adults makes children feel respected and valued.
The development of self-confidence and self-esteem are essential to the well-being of all
children. Therefore, the programs at Saratoga Kirk House Preschool are designed to strengthen
and reinforce the child’s feelings of success through the exercise of choices and the appreciation
of each person’s uniqueness. The teachers and other staff members are dedicated to the care
and nurturing of each child. Success is built upon success to provide a sound foundation the
child can continually build upon. Children are offered structured and unstructured times to
explore their world; repetition and variations of favorite activities help the child gain and retain
concepts for later problem solving.
The program at Saratoga Kirk House Preschool is designed so parents and school staff work
hand in hand to provide the optimum learning experience for the child. School is where
children, parents, and teachers work, play, grow, and learn in an atmosphere of love, patience,
and mutual respect. Parent participation and education are vital components to the well-being
of the family, and the church and preschool staff are eager to support parents in this pursuit.

OUR 25 YEAR HISTORY
Saratoga Presbyterian Preschool was founded in 1992 by the members of Saratoga Presbyterian
Church, who recognized the need for quality childcare in the community. In September 2016,
Saratoga Presbyterian merged with Menlo Church and the preschool was renamed Saratoga
Kirk House Preschool. Our program is open to all young children, regardless of race, nationality,
or creed, who are three years old in December and toilet trained. We offer a developmental
based program that integrates basic Christian teachings and values into the curriculum.
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A TYPICAL DAY
ARRIVAL

OUTSIDE TIME

Each child is warmly greeted as they place items in their

Children are encouraged to dress themselves and select

cubby, the staff checks for any obvious signs of illness,

from the many outdoor activities set up in the play yard.

the parent signs in and checks for communication and

Extended time is allowed for the many available large motor

information from the school.

activities and children are guided through problem-solving
strategies during their time in the “Outdoor Classroom.”

CIRCLE TIME
Children meet with their classmates and are encouraged to

LUNCH

participate in singing, movement exploration, storytelling,

We offer a longer day with lunch for children the year before

flannel board, other activities, and working together as

Kindergarten to help prepare them for elementary school.

a large group. Teachers spend time helping each child

While at lunch, students learn to open their containers on

transition into the classroom, teaching age-appropriate

their own, are encouraged to eat their healthy food first,

concepts and getting the children ready for free choice time.

balance socializing and eating, and clean up for themselves.

FREE CHOICE TIME

SMALL GROUP LEARNING

Children select from many indoor activities, which may

Jr K/PreK students meet in small groups to participate in a

include: blocks and building, dress up and pretend play,

teacher-led activity or a shared self-directed group activity

art, books, sensory table, manipulatives (puzzles, counting,

focused on Kindergarten readiness.

patterning, sorting, etc.) science center, writing center,
or special teacher-planned activities, such as cooking
projects. Teachers and assistants are available to help in
the various areas to facilitate learning or merely supervise
and observe. During Free Choice, the children are welcome

DEPARTURE
Children assist in putting toys away. The group gathers at
the circle time area to sing closing songs and say goodbyes.
Parents pick up children and sign them out as they leave.

in all the classrooms and will interact with other classes
and teachers. Assistants take students to the bathroom as
needed and children are encouraged to prep/eat the snack
that is available.

SCHEDULE

(Schedule subject to change)

JR K A ND PRE K

YOUNG FOURS AND THREES

9-9:30AM Circle Time

9-9:30AM Circle Time

9:30-11AM Free Choice / Clean up

9:30-11AM Free Choice / Clean up

11-12PM Outside Time

11-11:50AM Outside Time

12-12:30PM Lunch

12PM Closing Circle/ Departure

12:30-1:30PM Small Group Learning
1:30-2PM Free Time /Departure
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DISCIPLINE PHILOSOPHY
Discipline is the positive and loving guidance given to a child who is
constantly learning what behaviors are acceptable and appropriate
in everyday situations. At Saratoga Kirk House Preschool, we believe
discipline is the process of encouraging a child throughout the day to
cooperate with others and to participate in activities in a safe and fair
manner. This begins by assuring that the child feels loved and accepted
as an individual and the child is clear of what is expected. Teachers
provide positive role models and set good examples. Parent and staff
communication is essential to an effective discipline policy.
When a child is behaving in an unsafe manner towards himself or others,
the child is made aware of the situation with a gentle hand on the
shoulder, eye contact, or verbal guidance, then are redirected to a proper
behavior. When peer conflict occurs, peer interaction and problem-solving
behaviors are taught to the children by teacher intervention, modeling, and
encouragement. If a child is out of control, there will be removal to a safe
place until self-control can be regained and the child is ready to contribute
positively to the group. Each of these interactions should end on a positive
note so that learning can occur. Physical punishment is never allowed.
If a teacher feels there is a need for staff and parents to work together on
correcting a behavior problem, a conference will be arranged. If a child
continually disrupts the program and interferes with the school experience
of others or endangers the safety of others, the parent will be immediately
contacted. A conference will be set up to determine whether the child is
benefiting from the program and whether termination is advised.

It is essential that a child feels safe
and secure in the teacher’s love and
acceptance and in the assurance
that every day is a new day.
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REGISTRATION
PROCESS AND FORMS
We’re excited to have you become a part of Saratoga Kirk House Preschool. The beginning of the registration process starts
when a parent comes to visit our program. During a family’s tour, in which the enrolling child may or not be present, parents
will hear about the preschool’s educational approach and expectations of behavior, and the parent will share information
about their child. It is important that parents and preschool staff determine the appropriateness of the programs offered
at Saratoga Kirk House Preschool for each child. If either party feels uneasy about the ability of the program to meet the
needs of the child, a visit will be arranged to observe the child in the functioning classroom to gather more information.
Parents and the director will discuss their observations of the visit to determine if the school and the child’s learning
style/abilities are a productive match. Our preschool believes children learn in many ways and hopes to accommodate
all children whenever possible. According to the American Disabilities Act, our preschool will not discriminate against
persons with disabilities, as long as there is no direct threat to others, the accommodation of the child would not require
a fundamental alteration of the program, or physical modifications for access are within reason.
Continuing families (returning children or younger siblings), alumni families, and church families may register in January.
First-time families register beginning in February and registration continues on a “first come first serve” basis until a
program is filled. To reserve a spot for a child, the school must receive an application form and a non-refundable $100.00
Registration Fee.
The registration packet with all forms and a month’s tuition is due the first Friday of June. Before your child can attend school,
the forms that are starred below are required by the school and our licensing agent, the Department of Social Services.

N EW STUD ENTS
Child’s Preadmission Health History
Help Us Get to Know Your Child
Personal Rights
Parents’ Rights
Physician’s Report (due before first day of attendance)
Caregiver Background Check (read only)

N EW A ND R E TURNING STU D E N TS
Identification and Emergency Information
Emergency Consent Form
Photo Release Form
Grove Permission Form
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E N G AG I N G H A N D S
HEARTS, AND MINDS!
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TUITION AND FEES
Tuition is based on an annual fee, which is divided into nine equal installments. No deductions or refunds are made because
of absences or holidays. All payments are made in advance. The initial payment is due June 1 to insure your child’s place in
school; it will be applied to the last month, May’s tuition. The following payment will them be due September 1, and the first
of every month thereafter, with the final payment due on April 1. Rates for the current school year school year are as follows:
A Registration Fee of $100.00 is charged to all students and is collected upon completed enrollment into the year’s program;
this fee is non-refundable. Parents will receive a 30-day written notice before any change is made in the basic rates. If a child
must be removed from the program, either by parent initiation or by the school’s, a one-month notice must be given. May’s
prepaid tuition is non-refundable unless your child’s spot can be filled. Tuition refunds will be pro-rated if a child is withdrawn
and there is another child to take his place. Tuition refunds will be reimbursed after the replacing family has paid.
In addition to the registration fee, a Special Event Fee is charged once at the beginning of each school year. This fee covers
the out-of-classroom costs of providing family-oriented parties and celebrations, including the Ice Cream Social, Parent
Nights and Coffees, Halloween, Christmas, Easter, Art Show and End of Year Picnic, and our special Dad’s Day and Mom’s
Day Tea. Holidays, especially Christian ones, provide opportunities to educate children about God and Jesus as well as
provide families quality time together. The Special Event Fee goes directly towards events that you and your child will
attend at Saratoga Kirk House Preschool throughout the year.

For current year tuition and fee amounts, see the Registration Form and/or the Admission Agreement.
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PROGRAM PROCEDURES
DAILY ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE
SIGN IN AT ARRIVAL
Preschool begins at 9am. The teacher is ready when the classroom door is opened; please refrain from entering the
classroom before this as the teacher will be preparing their classroom for the children’s arrival. A preschool staff member
will greet your child at the door as they complete a visual health inspection. Once the staff assesses the child is healthy,
the parent must sign in their child. You will be called to return to school if a full signature is not attained. There is no early
drop off provided by the school.
It is also important to arrive on time since it is often difficult for a child to join activities that have already begun.
It is recommended that you take your younger child to the children’s bathroom before school, if possible. It increases
their class time learning and helps them to be more successful in their independent bathrooming during the school day.
Please make sure all gates are closed and latched when entering and exiting the preschool. Children should NOT ride on the gates.
Please plan on spending time to help your child transition into the school routine at the beginning of the school year or
after school breaks.
Toys from home should stay at home or in the car.
SIGN OUT AT DEPARTURE
School ends promptly at 12pm for Threes and Young Fours and 2pm for Jr K/Pre-K. It is expected that you will be on time
to pick up your child. Please wait at the door until it is opened, or until you are invited in. A staff member will release your
child to you at the door, and you are required to sign out your child. You will be called to return if a full signature is not
attained.
You are welcome to stay on campus with your child under your supervision; preschool and playground rules apply before
and after school.
Parents may request time after school to communicate with their child’s teacher; parent and teachers should not have lengthy
conversations at morning drop off times since it takes the teachers’ attention away from the supervision of the children.
If your child will be picked up by someone other than a parent or pre-established approved adult, you must provide inperson a signed and dated note giving permission to release your child.
Please check your child’s “cubby” and their designated “File Folder” located on top of the cubbies each day.
If your child goes home early or leaves because they are ill, please remember to sign them out.
CLASSROOM BIKE DUTY
Each month, one of the classrooms is assigned “Bike Duty.” During that month, parents are asked to help remove bikes from
the storage shed near the playground structure in the morning and put them away at the end of the day. A reminder note will
be located near the classroom’s Sign In and Out Sheet during your month. Thank you in advance this valuable help!
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SNACK TIME
PHILOSOPHY
Providing and sharing food with each other is part of belonging to a caring community.

PURPOSE
To provide the children:
A healthy, well balanced nutritious snack each day
An introduction to a wide variety of new foods
A bridge of home and school, as children share something from home at school
A sense of importance, responsibility, and hospitality

PROCEDURE
SKP families take turns providing the snack and will be assigned a specific snack date. This occurs once every one or two
months, depending on the frequency that your child attends school.
The family is responsible for bringing snack for 24 students, plus a little extra. Parents are encouraged to allow their child
to be included in selecting and purchasing the food.
The snack menu must be posted the week before being served. You will receive an email two to three weeks before your
assigned date to find out the food you will bring.
Describe the food items in detail, such as “wheat crackers” or “Goldfish” instead of “crackers” so parents can plan
alternative snacks due to their child’s food allergy or sensitivity. If you have a garden, a special food or food tradition, SKP
invites you to share it with us for snack.
All snack items should be washed, sliced, and prepared at home to minimize prep by classroom staff.
Please do not provide individually packaged drinks and snacks, if possible. Instead, bring a box of crackers or a large jar
of applesauce, for example. We serve snack “family style” and will help children portion and serve themselves, which is a
part of the learning process.
SKP will provide filtered tap water at snack and we prefer not to serve juice. Liquids are poured into small pitchers and
the children then serve themselves.
It is your responsibility to arrange a trade or substitute if you know in advance your family can not bring snack on your
assigned day. If you don’t know in advance, such as if your child is sick, SKP asks for a phone call to the preschool to let
the staff know. SKP will provide snack when snack cannot be provided. When possible, families who miss their snack day
are asked to bring replacement snack items to restock the supplies.

HEALTH AND SAFETY GUIDELINES
State licensing requires that snack should include at least two food groups. Typically, snack will include an item from the
protein or bread group and an item or two from fruits and vegetables.
Snack suggestions and portion guidelines will be provided by your classroom teacher.
Food to be avoided due to food allergies will be communicated in advance.
If you are providing milk as part of the snack, it is required to be non-fat or 1%.
Please no cookies, cakes, or highly sweetened and processed snack items. “Healthy” has a different meaning according
to each family, but at SKP we believe sweets are a treat, not to be served regularly.
Birthdays are a very special time in a young child’s life and preschool is a great place to celebrate. No matter what you bring
to make your child’s birthday special, SKP will make sure your child will blow out a birthday candle, be sung to by his classmates,
and get to choose a treat from the birthday box. If your child would like to celebrate their birthday by bringing treats for
their class, please bring non-food treats such as balloons, toys or bubbles. This policy applies to holidays such as Halloween,
Christmas and Valentine’s Day.
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COOKING
PHILOSOPHY
Cooking is an important learning activity when children can experience the whole process of preparing and eating healthy food.

PURPOSE
To expose children to:
where foods come from
the experience of preparing food
developmental skills, such as small muscle, eye-hand coordination, math, tactile awareness, language, and social development
the experience of tasting a variety of foods with others

PLANNING
We encourage SKP parents to volunteer to run a cooking project with their child’s class. Parents need to provide proof of
immunization and a recent TB test on file with the Director before interacting with children.
Select your project by coordinating with the teacher and letting her know what you want to make or ask her for suggestions.
Keep it fun and simple! The teacher may want your food to follow a theme or concepts the children are learning.
Determine what part the children can do themselves and what must be prepared ahead of time. Teachers can help with this.
You will be contacted by email at least two weeks prior to your date so the menu can be posted. This is so parents
can plan alternative snacks due to their child’s food allergy or sensitivity. Food to be avoided due to allergies will be
communicated in advance.
Check with the teacher to see if necessary utensils are at school or if you will need to bring them yourself.
Plan time before and after your cooking project for the set up and clean up of materials and cleaning dishes.

PREPARATION
Model and remind children to wash hands before handling food.
Model safety and proper use of utensils.
Encourage conversation with the children about the cooking preparation and process by asking questions. Feel free to
share some of your family’s cooking and eating stories.
When the food is served, the staff will encourage the children to taste the food. We will let them know that not everyone
will like everything they try, but we should have polite and respectful behavior towards different types of food.
Teachers will reinforce concepts taught by parents and will teach appropriate manners.

HEALTH AND SAFETY GUIDELINES
Children and adults should wash their hands with soap and water before preparing foods and eating.
Scrub tables and kitchen surfaces with disinfectant spray provided in each room.
Be aware of children who are sneezing or have runny noses. Perhaps they can help in a way that doesn’t contaminate the food.
Use of boiling water, hot foods, or sharp knives need close parental supervision.
Wash dishes and utensils with hot water and proper sanitation.
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FIELD TRIPS
The preschool enjoys going out into the community to extend learning, and we plan at least two trips to enhance the
curriculum and broaden the children’s experiences. Outings will be age appropriate and will take place once the children
feel secure and comfortable with school. Trips may include a visit to a pumpkin patch, farm, fire station, post office, play,
or grocery store. We also may have guest educators come to the school.
Parents participation is important for transportation and increased adult supervision. Even though you are attending the
field trip, the school must have a permission slip on file for a child to attend any field trip; no child will take part in a field
trip without the parent being notified in advance. SKP is required to prepay for most field trips so we collect one amount
in the beginning of the school year; we call this a Special Event Fee. The amount due for the Special Event Fee will be
published in the Admission Agreement. The Special Event Fee will prepay for the student and one parent for each school
trip; additional guests must be paid for in cash at the venue.
Sometimes we have special visitors to preschool to enhance learning. In the past, educational visitors have shared ageappropriate information on the topics of bats and birds, snakes and reptiles, science, bubbles, balloons, and fire and home
safety. We encourage parents to come and share their careers, gifts, and hobbies with us as well!

SPECIAL EVENTS
The children and families of our preschool also share in school-wide events to develop and maintain a sense of school
community. Many of our Special Events center on celebrating holidays, especially Christian holidays, since they provide
opportunities to educate children about God and Jesus, as well as provide families quality time together.
The six family-oriented Special Events during the school day are:
Ice Cream Social at beginning of school year
Halloween Party
Christmas Pageant /Program
Easter Party
Art Show
End of the Year Picnic and Pot Luck
Other special days SKP students may participate in include:
Water Play Day
Fall Feast
Pajama Day
Valentine’s Party
100th Day Celebration
Dad’s Day
Mom’s Tea
Bike Day
This is in addition to our regularly scheduled chapel and parent-led cooking projects.
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ROLES A ND RESPONSIBLITIES
DIRECTOR
The director’s role is mainly administrative and, unless serving in the capacity of a substitute, the director is not counted
into the adult to child classroom ratio. The Saratoga Kirk House Director is responsible for leading in the development
of the culture of the community, managing the curriculum, overseeing physical facilities, hiring staff, and managing the
overall running of the preschool. In every licensed childcare facility, the director ensures compliance with Community Care
Licensing regulations, as well as Early Childhood Educator’s Standards of Best Practice. The director is responsible for the
physical safety of the children and staff, coordinating the running of the preschool with Menlo Church, as well as managing
the financial and marketing of the preschool. The Saratoga Kirk House Director maintains an open-door policy for all SKP
parents, families, guests, and employees.

TEACHERS
The focus for the teaching staff is on the safety of the children and meeting their needs during class time. Teachers and
assistants will act as facilitators of play, instructors in conflict resolution and other social skills, as well as serve as Christian
role models. All preschool staff members respect children and their unique differences and what every individual brings to
the environment of school. Any behavior that would jeopardize their safety or that of others will be dealt with in an age/
developmentally appropriate way to promote learning and growth.
The SKP staff works hard to see that the environment, equipment, and activities and interactions among children are
safe. Children are supervised by a teacher and assistant at all times, inside and outside the classroom. As per licensing
regulations, the staff visually inspects each child for illness upon arrival for the health and safety of the school community.
Children may be signed in by parents once the staff accepts the child into the classroom.
The teachers provide a variety of developmentally appropriate activities and materials to enhance growth and development
of each child. The staff of SKP are experienced early childhood educators with a deep commitment to young children. The
SKP staff is encouraged to participate in professional classes, workshops, and conferences annually.
All of the SKP staff strive to provide parents with a positive and supportive environment that offers learning experiences
for you as well as your child. Communication between staff and families is a constant process and is a primary goal of
the SKP staff. Parent observation and conferences are available at any time. Feel free to schedule a time to observe your
child’s interactions at school. Teachers are available to talk about any concerns you have after school. Please schedule an
appointment, rather than discussing concerns in front of the children. Parent/Teacher conferences are available for all SKP
students in early February.
If illness is detected during check-in, the child will be returned to the parent and sent home. A child who becomes sick at
school will be isolated from the rest of the children and arrangements will be made for the parent to pick up the child as
soon as possible. A sick and isolated child will remain supervised and be kept comfortable until a parent can pick them up.
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PARENTS
It is our hope and expectation that all parents will take an active interest and become involved in our program. We want
you to become familiar with our philosophy, goals, and procedures and feel free to discuss any questions you have with us.
Your child’s educational experiences should be enjoyable and build their confidence; this can only happen when parents
and teachers work together.
Parents shall: (Items in bold are required by our licensing agency.)
Pay tuition at the first of each month ( late fee will apply after the 10th).
Bring only a healthy and well-rested child to school each day.
Be responsible and considerate when communicating to teachers and director.
Check “Parent file,” child’s cubby, and classroom white boards and clipboards daily and read all communications in a
timely fashion.
Arrive and depart on time.
Bring a healthy snack on designated days (see description under Snack).
Be cooking parent 1-3 times per year (see description under Cooking).
Put outside toys and bikes in and out when your class has their turn.
Sign child in and out daily using your full signature.
Send child appropriately dressed for play in comfortable and worry-free clothing, and sneaker or closed-toe shoes (no
sandals or shoes without backs, please).
Provide a labeled change of clothes, suitable to the season, to keep in your child’s cubby for accidents of all kinds.
Complete and return all state required child forms before a child attends.
Communicate allergies in writing and in person to director AND teacher.
A Student Medical Action Plan and other forms are required for emergency medications such as epi-pens. See “Medications”
under “Health and Emergency.”
Be proactive in your communication with the SKP staff when you have a question or concern. We are your partner in the
education of your child.
Use only the adult designated bathroom, not the children’s’ bathroom, during school hours.
OPTIONAL
Volunteer job lists are provided at the September parent coffee and Back to School Night. Participation is always welcome.
All volunteers need to provide proof of immunizations and a recent TB test on file with the Director before interacting with children.

CHILDREN
Children attend school from two to five days a week, for three to five hours a day depending on the program. All children
who attend SKP must be potty trained at the start of school. Children should feel well enough to participate in the program
and should stay home if not feeling well.
We respect each child and their unique differences and what they bring to the environment of school. Our school and
classroom rules follow the theme of “Kind hearts. Kind hands. Kind words.” Any behavior that would jeopardize the safety
of a child or that of others, will be dealt with in an age/developmentally appropriate way to promote learning and growth.
Children are expected to treat all other children, parents, and teachers with respect and kindness.
Participation in group time activities (e.g., circle time, small group time) is expected in the Pre-K program.
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HEALTH AND SAFET Y
State law mandates that all children enrolled in a preschool program must have up-to-date medical and emergency
information on file. It is urgent that every parent cooperate fully with the school health program. The regulations are
designed to protect the well being of every child in the program and are as follows:

REQUIRED HEALTH FORMS
The following forms are due at time of enrollment:
A Health Form “Physician’s Report” (LIC701) is signed by a physician stating any special problems or needs, identification
of any prescribed medication, ambulatory status, and a record of contagious or infectious diseases contracted by the child.
Included in this report are an updated Immunization. LIC701 or a copy of your child’s immunization record is required
before a child may attend.
An Emergency Information and Medical Treatment Consent Form (LIC627) is signed by the parent or guardian. In case
of accidental injury, this consent form will enable us to perform first aid, call the contact persons you designate, and, if
necessary, contact the child’s physician, an ambulance, or the paramedics. It is expected you will assume responsibility for
any expenses incurred because of such actions.

ATTENDANCE
To guard as much as possible against avoidable health problems and absences, when there are symptoms of illness (fever,
vomiting, cold symptoms, skin rash, etc.) and your child does not feel well enough to participate in school activities,
PLEASE KEEP YOUR CHILD HOME. Your child’s good health is the foundation of their education and when they aren’t
feeling well, learning can’t flourish. Unwell children also put other children and teachers at risk of becoming sick. We
appreciate an email if your child will be absent: ssmartt@menlo.church
If illness is detected during check-in, the child will be returned to the parent and sent home. A child who becomes sick at
school will be isolated from the rest of the children and arrangements will be made for the parent to pick up the child as
soon as possible. A sick and isolated child will remain supervised and be kept comfortable until a parent can pick them up.

SCHOOL HEALTH GUIDELINES
FEVER:
A fever of 100 F or above usually means a child is infectious. The child may return to school when his/her temperature has
been below 100 F for 24 hours and his/her appetite and activity level have returned.
NASAL CONGESTION:
There are many types of viruses that cause colds and coughs, with some resulting in more serious illnesses. The following
criteria will help to determine which children can be allowed to come to school during the course of a cold.
Runny nose with fever-follow fever guidelines.
Runny nose or cough with other acute symptoms, such as loss of appetite of irritability and lethargy, keep child at home
until normal activity level returns.
Runny nose with vomiting – follow vomiting guidelines.
Persistent cough and cold should be evaluated by a medical doctor.
SORE THROAT:
A child with a fever and sore throat should stay home until his/her temperature is normal and he/she is feeling well. Please
immediately notify the preschool if your child has been diagnosed with strep throat.
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VOMITING:
If the child has vomited once the previous day or night, he or she has probably lost sleep and should probably not come to
school the next day. A child with repeated vomiting, or vomiting with fever, should stay home until symptoms have been
gone for a full 24-hour period.
DIARRHEA:
Diarrhea can lead to severe dehydration and pose a more serious risk than “cold and a runny nose.” Diarrhea is defined as
two or more loose, watery, or mucous stools in a 24-hour period. The child who has had diarrhea should return to school
only after:
a.

temperature is normal

b.

stools are normal when on semisolid diet, and

c.

the child is feeling comfortable.

(Diarrhea caused by dietary changes or food allergies are excluded.)
EYE INFECTIONS:
Most eye infections are highly communicable. A child may come to school only after redness and drainage have resolved.
Please immediately notify the preschool if your child has been diagnosed with pink eye.
SKIN INFECTIONS OR GENERALIZED RASH:
A child with an unexplained generalized rash or skin lesions that are draining should be evaluated by a physician. The child
may come to school after appropriate treatment or with physician’s consent. Please immediately notify the preschool if
your child has been diagnosed with fifth disease, measles, rubella, or other highly infectious skin conditions.
EAR INFECTIONS:
A child with an ear infection is not usually infectious. The child may come to school if he or she is feeling well enough.
HEAD LICE:
The school has a “No-nit Policy” which means that all nits must be removed, and no new nits discovered for at least 24
hours. Only then may the child return to school. Families should check in with director before reentering the classroom.
Please immediately notify the preschool if your child has been diagnosed with lice. The school must remove all dress-up
clothes, pillows, and blankets and bag and seal for a period or three weeks.
Lice are tiny, white wingless insects. They feed by biting the skin and sucking blood. Head lice lay tiny eggs, called nits.
Lice are spread by close physical contact or contact with the clothing, bedding, brushes, or combs of an infected person.
Over the counter medications should be used on the infected person and any members of the family who have lice. Comb
the hair well with a fine-toothed lice comb to remove all nits. All clothing and bedding should be washed in hot water;
vacuum beds and floors thoroughly and bag bedding and toys (air tight) for 14 days.
Highly communicable diseases such as measles, rubella, chicken pox, meningitis, strep throat, hand-foot-mouth disease,
lice, or scabies must be reported to the director to alert other parents of possible exposure.
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MEDICATION
It is our policy to not dispense medications at school. Please make the necessary arrangements in medicine scheduling to avoid
administration during school hours. Children may not have vitamins, medications, or hand sanitizer provided in their lunch.
Emergency prescription and non-prescription medication may be dispensed to children while they are at school. Preschool
staff can dispense emergency medication only when these conditions are met:
Parent provides written consent to dispense medication and describes possible causes, symptoms, and side effects.
Child’s doctor provides written prescription and instructions including indicators when medication is required and
prescribed. Doctor’s contact information must be provided.
Medication is provided in original container with prescription or manufacturer directions, child’s name and expiration date.
“Student Medical Action Plan” is filled out by parent and a meeting is held with staff and parent going over all information
for increased clarity.
Preschool staff will store medication as required by product and licensing safety regulations, be trained, and follow
medication instructions, keep a medication log when medication is dispensed, contact parent and licensing when dispensed,
and provide written documentation to parent and licensing. 911 will be called when appropriate.
Emergency medication will be available when child is off-site, such as on a field trip or in an evacuation or evacuation drill.

FIRST AID
MINOR INJURY:
If a child sustains a minor cut or scratch, staff shall provide simple first aid and then document the injury. A copy of an “Ouch
Report” will be provided to the parent and a copy will be kept in child’s school file.
MAJOR INJURY:
If a child sustains an injury more serious than a minor cut or scratch, the staff will contact parents immediately for further
instructions. If parents can’t be reached, minor first aid will be provided and child will be comforted until the parent responds or
arrives. If injury requires professional medical treatment, prompt arrangements will be provided. Written documentation will be
provided to the parent, a copy kept in the child’s school file, and the Dept of SS Comm Care Lic will be contacted.
SERIOUS INJURY:
If a child sustains a serious injury, emergency medical services will be called immediately. Parents will be contacted immediately.
Lifesaving medical treatment will be given until emergency medical personnel arrive. When the emergency is over, written
documentation will be provided to the parent, a copy will be kept in the child’s school file, and the Department of Social
Services-Community Care Licensing will be contacted.
INJURY WHILE OFFSITE:
Whenever a child leaves the preschool site with preschool staff, preschool staff will carry a cell phone, first aid kit, and signed
consent form for emergency medical treatment.
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EMERGENCY PL AN
FIRE
Each class will conduct a fire drill once a month. In the event of a fire, the alarm will sound and all children, parents, and
teachers will proceed immediately to the parking lot. The teacher will have a class list and call roll. Returning to the class
will be allowed only after it is deemed safe by fire or other authorities. Children and staff will evacuate to Saratoga High
School parking lot off Herriman Avenue, if the church grounds are deemed dangerous. If Saratoga High School is not a safe
relocation site, SKP children and staff will evacuate to Saratoga Parent Nursery School located on the corner of Saratoga
Sunnyvale Rd. and Williams Ave., one block further toward downtown Saratoga.

EARTHQUAKE OR OTHER EMERGENCY:
Earthquake Drills as well as “Danger Drills” are conducted during the school year. In the event of an earthquake, some
roads may be temporarily impassable. The School has stocked enough food, water, and emergency supplies for children
and teachers for three days. The staff will stay on site with children until they can be picked up. If the Saratoga Kirk House
Preschool is considered unsafe, children will be relocated across the street to the front of Saratoga High School. If Saratoga
High School is not safe relocation site, SKP children and staff will evacuate to Saratoga Parent Nursery School located on
the corner of Saratoga Sunnyvale Rd. and Williams Ave., one block further toward Downtown Saratoga. If children remain,
once a designated shelter is opened, children and staff will proceed there as instructed by emergency personnel.
In addition to the required state forms, you will also be asked to return:
Emergency Card: This handed out in Sept. and is due back immediately. These forms are kept in a special Emergency
Backpack in each room along with first aid supplies for use in evacuations, drills, and field trips.
Every child must have a “Comfort Kit” at school to include: pictures of family members, a note of comfort and a small
cuddly or item to play with. Items are to be placed in a gallon ziplock bag labeled with child’s full name in permanent ink.
This is stored with emergency supplies.
Emergency Phone Tree: Please provide daytime contact information for a classroom phone tree, to be used in emergencies only.

CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES
According to State Penal Code 11166, all Saratoga Kirk House Preschool and Menlo Church employees are mandated to
report child abuse whether actual or suspected. Child abuse includes physical, sexual, and emotional abuse, as well as
physical neglect. Failure to report suspected child abuse by staff may result in criminal action, so all the SKP staff is trained
to assess child abuse and how to make abuse referrals.
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